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Figure 1. We introduce DreamSync: a model-agnostic training algorithm that improves text-to-image (T2I) generation models’ faithfulness
to text inputs and image aesthetics. DreamSync learns from feedback of vision-language models (VLMs), and does not need any human
annotation, model architecture changes, or reinforcement learning.

Abstract

Despite their wide-spread success, Text-to-Image models001
(T2I) still struggle to produce images that are both aesthet-002
ically pleasing and faithful to the user’s input text. We in-003
troduce DreamSync, a model-agnostic training algorithm004
by design that improves T2I models to be faithful to the text005
input. DreamSync builds off a recent insight from TIFA’s006
evaluation framework — that large vision-language models007
(VLMs) can effectively identify the fine-grained discrepan-008
cies between generated images and the text inputs. Dream-009
Sync uses this insight to train T2I models without any la-010
beled data; it improves T2I models using its own genera-011
tions. First, it prompts the model to generate several candi-012
date images for a given input text. Then, it uses two VLMs013
to select the best generation: a Visual Question Answering014
model that measures the alignment of generated images to015

the text, and another that measures the generation’s aes- 016
thetic quality. After selection, we use LoRA to iteratively 017
finetune the T2I model to guide its generation towards the 018
selected best generations. DreamSync does not need any 019
additional human annotation, model architecture changes, 020
or reinforcement learning. Despite its simplicity, Dream- 021
Sync improves both the semantic alignment and aesthetic 022
appeal of two diffusion-based T2I models, evidenced by 023
multiple benchmarks (+1.7% on TIFA, +2.9% on DSG1K, 024
+3.4% on VILA aesthetic) and human evaluation. 025

1. Introduction 026

Although we invite creative liberty when we commission 027
art, we expect an artist to follow our instructions. De- 028
spite the advances in text-to-image (T2I) generation mod- 029
els [40, 41, 44, 47, 55], it remains challenging to ob- 030
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Prompt: “a little girl wearing a bright 
yellow dress and a copper crown is 
riding a badger through a field of 
flowers.” T2I Model Scoring
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Prompt: “a little girl wearing a bright 
yellow dress and a copper crown is riding a 
badger through a field of flowers.”
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Figure 2. DreamSync. Given a prompt, a text-to-image generation model generates multiple candidate images, which are evaluated by
two VLM models: one VQA model that provides feedback on text faithfulness and the other on image aesthetics. The best image chosen
by the VLMs are collected to fine tune the T2I model. This process can repeat indefinitely until convergence on feedback is achieved.

tain images that meticulously conform to users’ inten-031
tions [14, 27, 29, 30, 36, 42, 43]. Current models often032
fail to compose multiple objects [14, 29, 36], bind attributes033
to the wrong objects [14], and struggle to generate visual034
text [30]. In fact, the difficulty of finding effective tex-035
tual prompts has led to a myriad of websites and forums036
dedicated to collecting and sharing useful prompts (e.g.037
PromptHero, Arthub.ai, Reddit/StableDiffusion). There are038
also online marketplaces for purchasing and selling useful039
such commands (e.g. PromptBase). The onus to generate040
aesthetic images that are faithful to a user’s desires should041
lie with the model and not with the user.042

Today, there are efforts to address these challenges. For043
example, it is possible to manipulate attention maps based044
on linguistic structure to improve attribute-object bind-045
ing [14, 43]; or train reward models using human feedback046
to better align generations with user intent [13, 27]. Unfor-047
tunately, these methods either operate on a specific model048
architecture [14, 43] or require expensive labeled human049
data [13, 27]. Worse, most of these methods sacrifice aes-050
thetic appeal when optimizing for faithfulness, which we051
confirm in our experiments.052

We introduce DreamSync, a model-agnostic frame-053
work that improves T2I generation faithfulness while054
maintaining aesthetic appeal. Our approach extends work055

on fine-tuning T2I models for alignment, but does not re- 056
quire any human feedback. The key insight behind Dream- 057
Sync is in leveraging the advances in vision-language mod- 058
els (VLMs), which can identify fine-grained discrepen- 059
cies between the generated image and the user’s input 060
text [7, 20]. Intuitively at a high level, our method can 061
be thought of as a scalable version of reinforcement learn- 062
ing with human feedback (RLHF); just as LLaMA2 [49] 063
was iteratively refined using human feedback, DreamSync 064
improves T2I models using feedback from VLMs, except 065
without the need for reinforcement learning. 066

Given a set of textual prompts, T2I models first gen- 067
erates multiple candidate images per prompt. DreamSync 068
automatically evaluates these generated images using two 069
VLMs. The first one measures the generation’s faithfulness 070
to the text [7, 20], while the second one measures aesthetic 071
quality [23]. The best generations are collected and used 072
to finetune the T2I model using parameter-efficient LoRA 073
finetuning [19]. With the new finetuned T2I model, we re- 074
peat the entire process for multiple iterations: generate im- 075
ages, curate a new finetuning set, and finetune again. 076

We conduct extensive experiments with latest bench- 077
marks and human evaluation. We experiment DreamSync 078
with two T2I models, SDXL [37] and SD v1.4 [39]. Results 079
on both models show that DreamSync enhance the align- 080
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ment of images to user inputs and retains their aesthetic081
quality. Specifically, quantitative results on TIFA [21] and082
DSG [7] demonstrate that DreamSync is more effective083
than all baseline alignment methods on SD v1.4, and can084
yield even bigger improvements on SDXL. Human evalu-085
ation on SDXL shows that DreamSync give consistent im-086
provement on all categories of alignment in DSG. While our087
study primarily focuses on boosting faithfulness and aes-088
thetic quality, DreamSync has broader applications: it can089
be used to improve other characteristics of an image as long090
as there is an underlying model that can measure that char-091
acteristic.092

2. Related Work093

T2I Evaluation with VLMs. Several prior works have094
proposed to use VQA models to evaluate text-to-image gen-095
eration. The TIFA benchmark, which pioneered this ap-096
proach for evaluation, consists of 4K prompts and 25K097
questions across 12 categories (e.g., object, count, mate-098
rial), enabling T2I model evaluation by using VQA models099
to answer questions about the generated images [20]. TIFA100
prompts come from various resources, including Draw-101
Bench used in Imagen [47], PartiPrompt used in Parti [55],102
PaintSkill [6] used in Dall-Eval, etc. DSG [7] further im-103
proves TIFA’s realiability by examining their evaluation104
questions carefully. Another related benchmark is SeeTrue,105
which also uses VQA models to measure alignment [53].106
Before the VQA evaluation era, several other evaluation107
benchmarks were proposed focusing primarily on composi-108
tional text prompts for attribute binding (e.g., color, texture,109
shape) and object relationships (e.g., spatial). Examples in-110
clude T2I-CompBench [21], C-Flowers [35], CC-500 and111
ABC-6K benchmarks [15]. Aside from automated bench-112
marks, human evaluation for text-to-image generation is113
widely used in the community, although such annotations114
are notoriously costly to collect. In response, Xu et al.115
[52] propose ImageReward, the first general purpose text-116
to-image human preference reward model to encode human117
preferences automatically. In our work, we use a collec-118
tion of three evaluation methods to evaluate DreamSync:119
VQA evaluation for generated images on both TIFA and120
DSG benchmarks, human evaluation, and ImageReward for121
automatic human preference prediction.122

Improving General T2I Alignment. We roughly cat-123
egorize the alignment methods for improving T2I align-124
ment into two classes depending on if they involve train-125
ing. For training-involved methods, several works use Rein-126
forcement Learning from Human Feedback (RLHF) based127
on human rankings to maximize a reward and improve128
faithful generation [13, 22, 27]. In a similar vein, Pick-129
a-Pic is a dataset of prompts and preferences that is used130
to train a CLIP-based scoring function [24]. StyleDrop131
trains adapters to synthesize of images that follow a spe-132

cific style [48], and T2I-Adapter trains adapters to improve 133
the control for the color and structure of the generation re- 134
sults [33]. DreamBooth and HyperDreamBooth improve 135
personalized generation [45, 46], and they have inspired 136
more efficient methods such as SVDiff [17]. Being orthog- 137
onal to training-involved methods, there is a body of work 138
on training-free methods that make inference time adjust- 139
ments to the model to improve alignment, such as SynGen 140
and StructureDiffusion [12, 15, 18, 43]. DreamSync lever- 141
ages training but does not involve reinforcement learning. 142
We compare DreamSync with two RL-based methods and 143
two learning-free methods in our experiments. We find that 144
DreamSync outperform all the baselines in terms of text- 145
image alignment on both DSG and TIFA. 146

Iterative Bootstrapping. Iterative Bootstrapping, also 147
known as model self-training, is a semi-supervised learn- 148
ing approach that utilizes a teacher model to assign labels 149
to unlabelled data, which is then used to train a student 150
model [16, 26, 32, 54]. In our work, we adopt a self-training 151
scheme where the teacher model are the VLMs and the stu- 152
dent model is the T2I model we aim to improve. During 153
training, the VLMs (teacher) are used to annotate and select 154
aligned examples for the next batch finetuning (student). 155

3. DreamSync 156

Our method improves alignment and aesthetics in four steps 157
(see Figure 2): Sample, Evaluate, Filter, and Finetune. The 158
high level idea is that T2I models are capable of generating 159
interesting and varied samples. These examples are further 160
judged by VLMs to pass qualification as faithful and aes- 161
thetic candidates for further finetuning T2I models. We next 162
dive into each component more formally. 163

Sample. Given a text prompt T , the text-to-image gener- 164
ation model G generates an image I = G(T ). Generation 165
models are randomized, and running G multiple times on 166
the same prompt T can produce different images, which we 167
index as {I(k)}Kk=1. To improve the model’s faithfulness to 168
text guidance, our method collects faithful examples gener- 169
ated by G. We use G to generate K samples of the same 170
prompt T , so that with some probability δ > 0, a generated 171
image I is faithful. Note that we need K = Ω(1/δ) sam- 172
ples for each prompt T , and DreamSync is not expected 173
to improve totally unaligned models (with δ → 0). Prior 174
work [22] estimates that 5–10 samples can yield a good im- 175
age, and hence, δ can be thought of as roughly 0.1 to 0.2. 176

Evaluate. For each text prompt T , we derive a set of
NT question-answer pairs {Q(T ),A(T )} that can be used
to test whether a generated image I is faithful to T . We
use an LLM to generate these pairs, only using the prompt
T as input (with no images). Typically NT ≈ 10. We
use VQA models to evaluate the faithfulness of the genera-
tion model, Fj(T, I) = 1{VQA(I,Qj(T )) = Aj(T )}, for
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Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3

A cube made of porcupine

    International Space Station flying in front of the moon

A mountain stream with salmon leaping out of it

Two leafs and two wallets

Stable Diffusion XL

The eye of the planet Jupiter

DreamSync

Figure 3. Qualitative examples of DreamSync improving image-text alignment after each iteration. LoRA fine-tuning on generated and
filtered prompt-image pairs can steer the model to gradually capture more components of the text inputs.
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j ∈ {1, . . . ,NT }. We measure the faithfulness of a caption-
image pair (T, I) given all questions and answers, using two
metrics. Intuitively, we can average the number of correct
answers, or we can be more strict, and only count an im-
age as a success if all the answers are correct. Formally, the
Mean score is the expected success rate

SM(T, I) =
1

NT

NT∑
j=1

Fj(T, I),

and the Absolute score is the absolute success rate

SA(T, I) =

NT∏
j=1

Fj(T, I).

Filter. We combine text faithfulness and visual appeal
(given by V(·)) as rewards for filtering. For a text prompt
T and its corresponding synthetic image set {Ik}Kk=1, we
select samples that pass both VQA and aesthetic filters:

C(T ) = {(T, Ik) : SM(T, Ik) ≥ θFaithful,

V(Ik) ≥ θAesthetic}
.

To avoid an imbalanced distribution where easy prompts
have more samples, which could cause adversely affected
image quality, we select one representative image (denoted
as ÎT ) having the highest visual appeal for each T :

(T, ÎT ) = argmax
V(Ik)

C(T ).

We apply this procedure to all text prompts in our finetun-177
ing prompt set {Ti}Ni=1 with Ti ∼ D, where D is a prompt178
distribution. After filtering, we collect a subset of exam-179
ples, D(G) :=

⋃
i∈{j|C(Tj )̸=∅}{(Ti, ÎTi

)}, that meet our180
aesthetic and faithfulness criteria. Note that it is possible181
for C(Ti) to be empty, and we empirically show what frac-182
tion of the training data is selected in Figure 5. We ablate183
other aspects of the selection procedure in § 5.3.184

Finetune. After obtaining a new subset of faithful and aes-
thetic text-image pairs, we fine-tune our generative model G
on this set. We denote the generative model after s iterations
of DreamSync as Gs, such that G0 denotes the baseline
model. To obtain Gs+1 we fine-tune on data generated by
Gs after applying our filtering procedure as outlined above.
We follow the same loss objective and fine-tuning dynamics
as LoRA [19]. Let Θ(·) denote all parameters of a model,
then the hypothesis class at iteration s is:

Gs =
{
G | rank

(
Θ(G)−Θ(Gs)

)
≤ R

}
.

where R denotes the rank of weight updates and in practice185
we choose R = 128 to balance efficiency and image quality.186
Overall, the iterative training procedure is as follows:187

Gs+1 = argmin
G∈Gs

1

|D(Gs)|
∑

(Tj ,Ij)∈D(Gs)

ℓ(G(Tj), Ij). (1)188

A cityscape with skyscrapers and 
flowers growing on the sides of the 

buildings

A dark gray cat wearing a multi 
colored scarf around its neck, sitting 

on a wall

A colorful anime illustration of a 
woman wearing a silver necklace, 

standing in a field of flowers, with a 
rainbow in the background

An intriguing photo of an old man 
sitting on a bench in the park, lit by 

the setting sun

Figure 4. PaLM-2 generated training prompts and their corre-
sponding images generated via DreamSync. Prompt acquisition
requires no human effort. It enables us to train on more complex
and diversified prompt-image pairs than found in typical datasets.

The self-training process Eq. (1) can in principle be exe- 189
cuted indefinitely. In practice, it repeats for three iterations 190
at which point we observe diminishing returns. 191

4. Datasets and Evaluation 192

In this section, we will introduce our training data in § 4.1 193
and evaluation benchmark in § 4.2. 194

4.1. Training Data Acquisition 195

To obtain prompts, and corresponding question-answer 196
pairs without human-in-the-loop, we utilize the in-context 197
learning capability of Large Language Models (LLM). We 198
choose PaLM 21 [1] as our LLM and proceed as follows: 199

1. Prompt Generation. We provide five hand-crafted seed 200
prompts as examples and then ask PaLM 2 to generate 201
similar textual prompts. We include additional instruc- 202
tions that specify the prompt length, a category (ran- 203
domly drawn from twelve desired categories as in [20], 204
e.g., spatial, counting, food, animal/human, activity), no 205
repetition, etc.2 We change the seed prompts and repeat 206
the prompt generation three times. 207

2. QA Generation. Given prompts, we then use PaLM 2 208

1https://ai.google/discover/palm2/
2In Appendix A.1, we show the complete instruction used to probe

LLM for the first two steps: prompt generation and QA generation.
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Model Alignment
Text Faithfulness

Visual AppealTIFA
DSG1K

Mean Absolute

SD v1.4 [39]

No alignment 76.6 33.6 72.0 44.6

Training-Free SynGen [43] 76.8 (+0.2) 34.1 (+0.5) 71.2 (–0.8) 42.4 (–2.2)
StructureDiffusion [15] 76.5 (–0.1) 33.6 (+0.0) 71.9 (–0.1) 41.5 (–3.1)

RL DPOK [13] 76.4 (–0.2) 33.8 (+0.2) 70.3 (–1.7) 46.5 (+1.9)
DDPO [4] 76.7 (+0.1) 34.4 (+0.8) 70.0 (–2.0) 43.5 (–1.1)

DreamSync (ours) 77.6 (+1.0) 35.3 (+1.7) 73.2 (+1.2) 44.9 (+0.3)

SDXL [37] No alignment 83.5 45.5 83.4 60.9
DreamSync (ours) 85.2 (+1.7) 49.2 (+3.7) 86.3 (+2.9) 64.3 (+3.4)

Table 1. Benchmark on Text Faithfulness and Visual Appeal. All models are sampled with the same set of four seeds, i.e. K = 4.
Best scores under each backbone T2I model are highlighted in bold; gain and loss compared to base models are highlighted accordingly.
DreamSync significantly improve SD-XL and SD v1.4 in alignment and visual appeal across all benchmark. Additionally, DreamSync
does not sacrifice image quality when improving faithfulness.

again to generate question and answer pairs that we will209
use as input for VQA models as in TIFA [20].210

3. Filtering. We finally use PaLM 2 once more to filter211
out unanswerable QA pairs. Here our instruction aims212
to identify three scenarios: the question has multiple an-213
swers (e.g., “black and white panda” where the object214
has multiple colors, each color could be the answer), the215
answer is ambiguous (e.g., “a lot of people”) or the216
answer is not valid to the question.217

We showcase the diversity of PaLM 2 generated prompts218
in Figure 4 using qualitative examples and quantitive statis-219
tics of our generated prompts in Appendix A.2.220

4.2. Evaluation Benchmarks221

Using the previously generated prompts, we evaluate222
whether DreamSync can improve the T2I model perfor-223
mance on benchmarks that include general prompts. We224
consider the follow benchmarks.225

TIFA. To evaluate the faithfulness of the generated images226
to the textual input, TIFA [20] uses VQA models to check227
whether, given a generated image, questions about its con-228
tent are answered correctly. There are 4k diverse prompts229
and 25k questions spread across 12 categories in the TIFA230
benchmark. Although there is no overlap between our train-231
ing data and TIFA, we use the TIFA attributes to constrain232
our LLM-based prompt generation. Therefore, we use TIFA233
to test DreamSync on in-distribution prompts. We follow234
TIFA and use BLIP-2 as the VQA model for evaluation.235

Davidsonian Scene Graph (DSG). DSG [7] exhibits the236
same VQA-as-evaluator insight as TIFA’s and further im-237
proves its reliability. Specifically, DSG ensures that all238
questions are atomic, distinct, unambiguous, and valid. To239

comprehensively evaluate T2I images, DSG provides 1,060 240
prompts covering many concepts and writing styles from 241
different datasets that are completely independent from 242
DreamSync’s training data acquisition stage. Not only is 243
DSG a strong T2I benchmark, it also enables further anal- 244
ysis of DreamSync with out-of-distribution prompts. Fur- 245
thermore, DSG uses PaLI as the VQA model for evaluation, 246
which is different from the VQA model that we use in train- 247
ing (i.e., BLIP-2) and lifts the concern of VQA model bias 248
in evaluation. We use DSG QA both automatically (with 249
PaLI) and with human raters (details in Appendix C). 250

5. Experiments 251

We explain our experimental setup in § 5.1, and show- 252
case the efficacy of training with DreamSync and compare 253
against other methods in § 5.2. § 5.3 analyzes our choice of 254
rewards; § 5.4 reports results for a human study. 255

5.1. Experimental set-up 256

Base Model. We evaluate DreamSync on Stable Diffusion 257
v1.4 [39], which is also used in related work. Additionally, 258
we consider SDXL [37], which is the current state-of-the- 259
art open-sourced T2I model. For each prompt, we generate 260
eight images per prompt, i.e., K = 8. 261

Fine-grained VLM Feedback. We use feedback from 262
two VLM models to decide what text-image pairs to keep 263
for finetuning. We use BLIP-2 [28] as the VQA model 264
to measure the faithfulness of generated images to textual 265
input and and VILA [23] to measure the aesthetics mea- 266
surement score. Empirically, we keep the text-image pairs 267
whose VQA scores are greater than θFaithful = 0.9 and aes- 268
thetics score greater than θAesthatics = 0.6. If there are 269
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Percentage Pass Filter

30.90%
29.77%

26.55%

Iteration 1
Iteration 2
Iteration 3

D
ream

Sync

Figure 5. DreamSync improves faithfulness and aesthetics itera-
tively. More examples pass the filters with additional iterations.

multiple generated images passing the threshold, we keep270
the one with the highest VILA score. Starting from 28,250271
prompts, we find that more than 25% prompts are kept for272
D(G0) (for both T2I models), which we will use for fine-273
tuning. We later show that this percentage increases further274
as we perform additional DreamSync iterations.275

Baselines. We compare DreamSync with two types of276
methods that improve the faithfulness of T2I models: two277
training-free methods (StructureDiffusion [15] and Syn-278
Gen [43]) and two RL-based methods (DPOK [13] and279
DDPO [4]). As the baselines use SD v1.4 as their back-280
bone, we also use it with DreamSync for a fair comparison.281

5.2. Benchmark Results282

In Table 1 we compare DreamSync to various state-of-the-283
art approaches with four random seeds. In Appendices D284
and E we show more qualitative comparisons.285

DreamSync Improves the Alignment and Aesthetics of286
both SDXL and SD v1.4. For SDXL [37], we show287
how three iterations of DreamSync improves the genera-288
tion faithfulness by 1.7 point of mean score and 3.7 point289
of absolute score on TIFA. The visual aesthetic scores af-290
ter performing DreamSync improved by 3.4 points. Due291
to the model-agnostic nature, it is straightforward to apply292
DreamSync to different T2I models. We also apply Dream-293
Sync to SD V1.4 [39]. DreamSync improves faithfulness294
by 1.0 points of mean score and 1.7 points of absolute score295
on TIFA, together with a 0.3 points of VILA score improve-296
ment for aesthetics. Most prominently on DSG1K, Dream-297
Sync improve text faithfulness of SDXL by 2.9 points. We298
report fine-grained results for DSG in Appendix C.299

DreamSync yields the best performance in terms of tex-300
tual faithfulness on TIFA and DSG. This is true without301
sacrificing the visual appearance as shown in Table 1. In302
Figure 5 we report TIFA and aesthetics scores for each it-303
eration, where we observe how DreamSync gradually im-304
proves the alignment and aesthetics of the generated im-305
ages. We highlight several qualitative examples in Figure 3.306

Rewards Text
Faithfulness

Visual
AppealVQA VILA

- - 83.5 60.9

✓ 84.8 61.9
✓ 83.8 61.7

✓ ✓ 84.7 62.8

Table 2. Ablation of different VLM rewards. Models are evaluated
after one DreamSync iteration.

T2I
Model

Alignment
Method

Evaluation Dataset

TIFA DSG1K

SD v1.4

No alignment 0.056 -0.220
SynGen 0.149 -0.237
StructureDiffusion 0.075 -0.135
DPOK 0.067 -0.258
DDPO 0.152 -0.076
DreamSync (ours) 0.168 -0.054

SD XL No alignment 0.878 0.702
DreamSync (ours) 1.020 0.837

Table 3. Scores given by the human preference model ImageRe-
ward [52]; model scores are logits and can be negative. Models
trained with DreamSync outperform other baselines (higher is bet-
ter), without using any human annotation.

5.3. Analysis & Ablations 307

Impact of VQA model on evaluation. We analyze 308
whether using BLIP-2 as a VQA model for finetuning and 309
for evaluation in TIFA might be the reason for the improve- 310
ment by DreamSync that we have observed. To test this we 311
use PaLI [5] to replace the BLIP-2 as the VQA in TIFA. Us- 312
ing SDXL as the backbone, DreamSync improves the mean 313
score from 90.09 to 92.02 on TIFA compared to the vanilla 314
SDXL model. This results confirms that DreamSync is in 315
fact able to improve the textual faithfulness of T2I models. 316

Ablating the Reward Models In Table 2, we present the 317
results for an ablation study where we remove one of the 318
VLMs during filtering and evaluate SDXL after applying 319
one iteration of DreamSync. It can be seen how train- 320
ing with a single pillar mainly leads to an improvement 321
in the corresponding metric, while the combination of the 322
two VLM models leads to strong performance for both text 323
faithfulness and visual easthatics, justifying our approach. 324
One interesting finding is that training with both rewards, 325
rather than VILA only, gives the highest visual appeal score. 326
Our possible explanation is that images that align with user 327
inputs may have higher visual appeal. 328

ImageReward. We next test whether DreamSync yields 329
an improvement on human preference reward models, even 330
though DreamSync is not trained to optimize them. We 331
use ImageReward [52] as an off-the-shelf human preference 332
model for generated images. Table 3 shows that DreamSync 333
plus either SD v1.4 or SDXL increases ImageReward scores 334
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Entity Attribute Relation Global

0.705

0.767
0.741

0.903

0.689
0.720

0.697

0.884 SDXL
DreamSync

Figure 6. Human study with three raters on 1060 DSG prompts.

on images based on both TIFA and DSG1K. Tuning with335
VLM-based feedback helps align the generated images with336
human preferences, at least according to ImageReward.337

5.4. Human Evaluation338

To corroborate the VQA-based results, we first conduct339
a preliminary human study to evaluate the faithfulness of340
generated images. It shows simply asking one question341
‘‘Which image better aligns with the prompt?’’342
yields poor inter-annotator agreement. We speculate that343
asking a single question encompassing the whole prompt344
makes the alignment difficult to evaluate.345

To address this issue, we conduct a larger follow-up346
study based on DSG [7], where we ask approximately 8347
fine-grained questions for each of 1060 images to external348
raters. These questions are divided into categories (entity,349
attribute, relation, global). Here in Figure 6, we observe350
consistent and statistically significant improvements com-351
paring DreamSync to SDXL. In each category, images from352
DreamSync contain more components of the prompts, while353
excluding extraneous features. Overall, DreamSync’s im-354
ages led to 3.4% more correct answers than SDXL images,355
from 70.9% to 74.3%. Full details and findings for both356
studies are in Appendix C.357

6. Discussion358

A key design choice behind DreamSync is to maintain sim-359
plicity and automation throughout each step of the pipeline.360
Despite this feature, our experimental results show that361
DreamSync can improve both SD v1.4 and SDXL on TIFA,362
DSG, and visual appeal. In the case of SD v1.4, this im-363
provement holds true compared to four different baseline364
models (two training-free and two RL-based). For SDXL,365
even though the base model achieves SoTA results among366
open-source models, DreamSync can still substantially im-367
prove both alignment and aesthetics.368

The effectiveness of DreamSync’s self-training method-369
ology opens the door for a new paradigm of parameter-370

efficient finetuning. Indeed, the DreamSync pipeline is eas- 371
ily generalizable. For the training prompts, we can con- 372
struct a set with complex and non-conventional examples 373
compared to standard web-scraped data. On the filtering 374
and fine-tuning side, our framework shows that VLMs can 375
provide effective feedback for T2I models. Together, these 376
steps do not require human annotations, yet they can tailor 377
a generative model toward desirable criteria. 378

6.1. Limitations 379

Like prior methods, the performance of DreamSync is lim- 380
ited by the pre-trained model it starts with. As exempli- 381
fied in “the eye of the planet Jupiter” in Figure 3, SDXL 382
generates a human’s eye rather than Jupiter’s. DreamSync 383
adds more features of the Jupiter in each iteration. Nev- 384
ertheless, it did not manage to produce an image that is 385
perfectly faithful to the prompt. This is also exemplified 386
by the quantitative results in §5.2. Despite outperforming 387
the baselines using SD v1.4 on TIFA and DSG, SD v1.4 + 388
DreamSync still falls behind SDXL. Similarly, our human 389
studies on DSG in §5.4 indicate that DreamSync improves 390
SDXL from 70.9% accuracy to 74.3%. Nonetheless, there 391
is still a 25.7% headroom to improve. We identify several 392
common failure modes (e.g., attribute-binding) and conduct 393
a detailed analysis in Appendix B. Future works may inves- 394
tigate if these challenges can be addressed by further scaling 395
up DreamSync, or mixing it with large-scale pre-training. 396

7. Conclusion 397

We introduce DreamSync, a versatile framework to improve 398
text-to-image (T2I) synthesis with feedback from image 399
understanding models. Our dual VLM feedback mecha- 400
nism helps in both the alignment of images with textual 401
input and the aesthetic quality of the generated images. 402
Through evaluations on two challenging T2I benchmarks 403
(with over five thousand prompts), we demonstrate that 404
DreamSync can improve both SD v1.4 and SDXL for both 405
alignment and visual appeal. The benchmarks also show 406
that DreamSync performs well in both in-distribution and 407
out-of-distributions settings. Furthermore, human ratings 408
and a human preference prediction model largely agree with 409
DreamSync’s improvement on benchmark datasets. 410

For future work, one direction is to ground the feedback 411
mechanism to give fine-grained annotations (e.g., bound- 412
ing boxes to point out where in the image the misalignment 413
lies). Another direction is to tailor the prompts used at each 414
iteration of DreamSync to target different improvements: 415
backpropagating VLM feedbacks to the prompt acquisition 416
pipelines for continual learning. 417
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A. Training Data Acquisition709

A.1. LLM Instructions710

Training Data Acquisition is the first step and the foundation of DreamSync as discussed in Section 4.1. We use PaLM 2 for711
each step of the training data acquisition, including prompt generation, QA generation and filtering. Here are the complete712
instructions that we use.713

Instruction for Prompt Generation. You are a large language model, trained on a massive dataset of text.714
You can generate texts from given examples. You are asked to generate similar examples to the provided715
ones and follow these rules:716

1. Your generation will be served as prompts for Text-to-Image models. So your prompt should be as717
visual as possible.718

2. Do NOT generate scary prompts.719
3. Do NOT repeat any existing examples.720
4. Your generated examples should be as creative as possible.721
5. Your generated examples should not have repetition.722
6. Your generated examples should be as diverse as possible.723
7. Do NOT include extra texts such as greetings.724

Instruction for QA Generation. Given a image descriptions, generate one or two multiple-choice questions725
that verifies if the image description is correct. Classify each concept into a type (object, human,726
animal, food, activity, attribute, counting, color, material, spatial, location, shape, other), and727
then generate a question for each type. We then provide fifteen prompts together with about ten question answer728
pairs as demonstration for PaLM 2. Table 4 shows an example of PaLM2-generated prompt and QA. Answer source and729
Answer Type are also automatically generated altogether, making it possible for us to get statistics of our training set below.730

A.2. Statistics731

Table 5 shows the statistics of the prompts and questions we obtained, and we list a few prompts from our training set and732
DreamSync’s generation in Figure 4. Prior work (e.g., TIFA, DSG) identifies that T2I models do not perform equally well733
for depicting different attribute categories; we verify the variety of attributes in our prompts by counting unique words (i.e.,734
Answer Source in Table 4) in these categories (i.e., Answer Type in Table 4): counting (4179), object (3638), shape (973),735

Prompt Question and Choices Answer Source Answer Type

6 baseball players,
each holding a sheep,
and they are all standing
in a field of flowers

question : what is in the field?
choices: ["flowers", "grass", "trees", "rocks"]

flowers object

is there a field?
choices: ["yes", "no"]

field location

are there flowers?
choices: ["yes", "no"]

flowers object

what type of place is this?
choices: ["field", "park", "forest", "mountain"]

field location

are the baseball players holding sheep?
choices: ["yes", "no"]

holding activity

are there sheep?
choices: ["yes", "no"]

sheep animal

are there baseball players?
choices: ["yes", "no"]

baseball players human

how many baseball players are there?
choices: ["1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6"]

6 human

how many sheep are there?
choices: ["1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6"]

6 animal

Table 4. One example of PaLM2-generated prompt and QA. Answer source and Answer Type are also generated by PaLM 2, making it
possible for us to get statistics of our training set. We highlight correct answers in bold here.
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# of prompts 28,250

# of questions 239,310
- # of binary questions 125,094
- # of multiple-choice questions 114,214

avg. # of questions per prompt 8.5
avg. # of words per prompt 16.7
avg. # of elements per prompt 1.9

Table 5. Statistics of Training Set for DreamSync.

human (945), location (1047), activity (2984), attribute (2925), color (3259), food (1086), spatial (1009), animal (645), 736
material (1610), existence (3072), and other (878). 737
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A.3. Images Generated by DreamSync for Finetuning Exhibit High Quality738

A double decker bus driving 
down a street lined with red-

brick buildings and floral 
gardens

A scarecrow made of ice 
sculptures of animals

A futuristic cityscape with a tied 
lidded trash can in the 

foreground

A metallic blue car parked in the 
middle of a field of flowers

A black and white photo of a 
woman in a red dress being 

carried along by a wave, turning 
away from the camera

A brick wall in the waiting area 
of the alamo, with a mural of a 

man on a horse riding into battle

A carved wooden statue of a 
person standing in a field of 
flowers, holding a basket of 

flowers, and wearing a straw hat.

A comic book illustration of a 
pirate ship docked at a harbor at 

night, with the moon shining 
down on the water and the city 

skyline in the background

A golden stop sign shaped 
balloon floating in the sky

A gothic style castle, with a dark 
and stormy sky, and a full moon 

in the background

A gray and white dog sitting on a 
rock next to Old Faithful, 

knowing that it is about to erupt

A herd of steel sheep grazing on 
a field of wooden flowers

A koala bear and a baby panda, 
dressed as egyptian pharaohs, 
standing in front of a pyramid

A lovely home bar in a corn field 
with lights on

A metallic dragon flying over a 
city at night

A  pair of woolen puppies 
playing tennis doubles

Figure 7. Prompts and Images Generated via DreamSync for Finetuning. Prompts generated by PaLM-2 exhibit high diversity and
corresponding synthetic images exhibit high quality and alignment.
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B. Failure Modes Analysis 739

Figure 8 presents several side-by-side examples showcasing common failure modes of DreamSync. For each example, we 740
show the image generated by SDXL on the left, and the image of SDXL + DreamSync on the right. We also indicate some 741
key directions for improvements. 742

• Composing multiple objects and attributes is still challenging. As shown in (a), (b), (c), and (d), SDXL + DreamSync 743
struggles to produce an image that is faithful to the prompt. In (a), DreamSync adds a bench in the image. However, the 744
attributes of chairs and benches are mixed. In (b), DreamSync removes the extra glass in the background, but neither model 745
is able to place the lemon wedge in the rim of the bottom. In (c), DreamSync adds purple fish in the image, but the counting 746
is not correct. In (d), DreamSync produces four objects but they are cloud-keychain combinations. 747

• We observe decline of texture details and shadows on some images. In (e), the alignment between the text and the bus 748
significantly improves. However, the quality of the bus shadow declines. In (f), both images align well with the text. The 749
main difference is in the details of the temple facade. Notice that for most images we observe DreamSync yields images 750
with high quality and visual appeal, as illustrated in Appendix A.3. 751

Future work may explore if these challenges can be addressed by following extensions to DreamSync: (1) DreamSync could 752
be used in tandem with RL-based method and training-free method to further improve text-to-image faithfulness; (2) prompt 753
engineering methods in DALL-E 3 [2] may help rewriting challenging prompts into simpler ones for models to synthesize; 754
(3) scaling up DreamSync with a more diverse set of prompts and reward models; (4) mixing DreamSync with large-scale 755
pre-training on real images. In summary, as discussed in §6.1, there is still plenty of headroom to improve. 756
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SDXL DreamSync SDXL DreamSync

(a) a photo of a chair and bench; 
bench is below chair

(b) a bottle of light beer with a lemon slice 
wedged in the rim

(d) two clouds and four keychains (c) one orange wallet and one purple fish

(e) The library bus has many colorful books 
painted on it. 

(f) El Castillo, A Mayan temple is in the 
desert.

Figure 8. Failure modes. We present qualitative examples of DreamSync failures. First, it remains challenging to compose multiple
objects and bind the attributes correctly, as shown in (a), (b), (c), and (d). Second, we observe that the quality of details and shadows
decline on some images, as illustrated in (e) and (f). Overall, SDXL + DreamSync still has room for improvement in terms of text-to-image
faithfulness and quality.
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C. DSG and Human Rating Evaluation 757

Details of DSG-1k benchmark. Tab. 6 presents the data sources, quantity, and examples for DSG-1k. Fig. 9 summarizes 758
the 4 broad and 14 detailed semantic categories covered in the benchmark. 759

Like TIFA, DSG [7] falls into the Question Generation / Answering (QG/A) alignment evaluation framework. Unlike 760
TIFA, DSG introduces a linguistically motivated [8–10] question generation module to ensure the questions generated to 761
hold 4 reliability traits: a) atomic: only queries about 1 semantic detail, for unambiguous interpretation; b) unique: no 762
duplicated questions; c) dependency-aware: prevent invalid queries to VQA/human answerers, e.g. if the answer to a parent 763
question “is there a bike?” is negative, then the child question “is the bike blue?” will not be queried; d) full semantic 764
coverage: dovetailing the semantic content of a prompt, no more no less. DSG is powered by a large variant of PaLM 2 [1] 765
for QG and the SoTA VQA module PaLI [5] for QA. For our evaluation task, we adopt DSG-1k (DSG’s 1,060 benchmark 766
prompt set) which covers a balanced set of diverse semantic categories and writing styles – including 4 broad categories (e.g. 767
entity/attribute/etc.) and 14 detailed categories (e.g. color/counting/texture/etc.). 768

Human QA protocol. For human evaluation, we elicit 3 rating responses per prompt/question set (with ∼8 questions per set 769
on average, and a total of 8183 questions). Fig. 10 exemplifies the UI the human raters see. Fig. 11 presents the annotation 770
instructions used to guide the raters. The inner-annotator agreement for this study is 0.684. While the raters respond with 771
YES/NO/UNSURE, we find it to be practically useful to numerically convert the answers – 1.0 point for YES, 0 for NO, and 0.5 772
for UNSURE as partial credit, with the justification that if a semantic detail can potentially be grounded in an image yet not 773
necessarily so (e.g. “does this man dress like an engineer?” image: a male in a plain shirt; “is this a cat” image: a blob that 774
may be interpreted as a cat), partial credit is fair for not completely failing. 775

Feature Source Sample Example

Assorted categories TIFA160 [20] 160 “A Christmas tree with lights and teddy bear”

Paragraph-type
captions

Stanford paragraphs [25] 100
“There is a cat in the shelf. Under the shelf are two small silver
barbels. On the shelf are also DVD players and radio. Beside
the shelf is a big bottle of white in a wooden case.”

Localized Narratives [38] 100
“In this picture I can see food items on the plate, which is on the
surface. At the top right corner of the image those are looking
like fingers of a person.”

Counting CountBench [34] 100
“The view of the nine leftmost moai at Ahu Tongariki on Easter
Island”

Relations VRD [31] 100
“person at table. person has face. person wear shirt. person wear
shirt. chair next to table. shirt on person. person wear glasses.
person hold phone”

Written by
T2I real users

DiffusionDB [51] 100
“a painting of a huangshan, a matte painting by marc simon-
etti, deviantart, fantasy art, apocalypse landscape, matte paint-
ing, apocalypse art”

Midjourney-prompts [50] 100
“furry caterpillar, pupa, screaming evil face, demon, fangs, red
hands, horror, 3 dimensional, delicate, sharp, lifelike, photoreal-
istic, deformed, wet, shiny, slimy”

Human poses PoseScript [11] 100
“subject is squatting, torso is leaning to the left, left arm is hold-
ing up subject, right arm is straight forward, head is leaning left
looking forward”

Commonsense-
defying Whoops [3] 100 “A man riding a jet ski through the desert”

Text rendering DrawText-Creative [30] 100
“a painting of a landscape, with a handwritten note that says ‘this
painting was not painted by me”’

Table 6. DSG-1k overview. To comprehensively evaluate T2I models, DSG-1k provides 1,060 prompts covering diverse skills and writing
styles sampled from different datasets.
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Figure 9. Semantic categories contained in DSG. Entity: whole (entire entity, e.g., chair), part (part of entity, e.g., back of chair).
Attribute: color (e.g., red book), type (e.g., aviator goggles), material (e.g., wooden chair), count (e.g., 5 geese), texture (e.g., rough
surface), text rendering (e.g., letters “Macaroni”), shape (e.g., triangle block), size (e.g., large fence). Relation: spatial (e.g., A next
to B); action (A kicks B). Global (e.g., bright lighting).

Figure 10. Annotated example of DSG human evaluation query.

INSTRUCTION
Given an image, a question, and a set of choices, choose the correct choice according to the image content.
All the questions are formulated as binary: ‘‘YES’’ / ‘‘NO’’ with an additional option ‘‘UNSURE’’
Select ‘‘UNSURE’’ if you think the image does not provide enough information for you to answer the question.

NOTES
• Some images may be of low quality. In such cases, please just select the choice according to your intuition. For ambiguous
cases, for example, the question is ‘‘is there a man?’’, and the image contains a human but it is unclear whether the human
is a man, answer ‘‘no’’.

• If a question assumes something incorrect, select ‘‘UNSURE’’.

Figure 11. Summary of the human annotation instruction for DSG-1k QA.
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Figure 12. Detailed Human Evaluation Results on DSG-1K. By applying DreamSync upon SDXL, the human evaluation of alignments
improved on all categories.

Detailed Human Evaluation Results on DSG-1K. We present detailed evaluations on DSG-1K by semantic categories 776
listed in Figure 9. The results are shown in Figure 12. By applying DreamSync upon SDXL, the human evaluation on 777
alignments improved on all categories. 778

Single-Question Human Evaluation. Besides the large-scale human annotation, we also did a light-weight single-question 779

Figure 13. Example human rater screen for the author raters. We display two image side-by-side, where we randomize which is Image 1
vs. Image 2. We ask a single question to the raters, referencing the prompt that is displayed below the images. The raters were given that
instructions ‘‘Rate images based on how many ‘components’ of the prompt are captured in the image. If both images
depict every part of the prompt, then you should choose "I can’t tell (tie)." Otherwise, the image with more
correct components is better.’’ The raters were also shown four examples, with desired ratings and an explanation for the choices.
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human evaluation for text prompt alignment. This study was completed by three of the paper’s authors. Although this study780
yields a quite low inter-annotator agreement, we hope it would provide valuable insights on how to set up human evaluation781
for measuring textual faithfulness of generated images. For this study, we generated one image with SDXL and DreamSync.782
See Figure 13 for an example rating screen. We randomized the order of the images and prompts. Three authors were asked783
‘‘Which image better aligns with the prompt?’’ They could choose Image 1 is better, Image 2 is better, or that they784
cannot tell (indicating a tie). We use 200 prompts in total with 100 prompts from TIFA and another 100 from DSG.785

As mentioned, the inner-annotator agreement was quite low for this study. Only for 42.5% of the 200 prompts did the786
human raters all agree in their answers. This is likely due to the fact that it is hard to judge overall prompt alignment directly787
when given two side-by-side images. Indeed, the majority of prompts led to the raters choosing that they cannot tell which788
image is better. Using the scoring rules from the DSG study described above (with 1 point going to the model with a direct789
vote, and with 0.5 going to each model for a tie vote), then we have that DreamSync scores 50.08 while SDXL scores 49.92.790

Key Takeaway from Human Evaluation. Comparing the fine-grained large-scale human evaluation and the single-question791
human evaluation, we encourage researchers who are interested in evaluating the text-image alignment to ask annotators792
detailed and fine-grained questions. It yields significantly better inter-annotator agreement than asking a general single793
question about alignment. Our large-scale human evaluation with a better agreement suggests that DreamSync improves the794
textual faithfulness of SDXL on DSG-1k, resonating with our automatic evaluation.795
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D. Randomly-Sampled SDXL+DreamSync Images 796

Aside from the failure cases discussed in Figure 8, we would like to showcase more randomly-sampled examples of SDXL 797
and DreamSync. We sample 100 prompts. Among these prompts, Figure 14 shows the examples where the VQA scores 798
of applying DreamSync are significantly different from the base model, SDXL, i.e. the absolute difference of mean score 799
are significantly different:

∣∣SM (T,GDreamSync(T ))− SM (T,GSDXL(T ))
∣∣ > 0.5. Meanwhile, Figure 15 presents examples 800

where the DreamSync does not improve the VQA scores upon SDXL.

SDXL DreamSync

The living room and
kitchen of a home.

SDXL DreamSync

The old stuff animal
is on an old couch
next to bottles.

A rabbit checks its
watch, and so does
a gecko.

a footprint shaped
like a peanut

STOP sign with a
"Gentrifying
Georgetown" stamp
on it

The Oriental Pearl
in oil painting

A train pulls up
along some
buildings. 

a photo of 2 train

A church with
stained glass
windows depicting a
hamburger and
french fries.

Jupiter rises on the
horizon.

Figure 14. Random samples where DreamSync are significantly different from SDXL. Both models are sampled with the same seed.

801
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A high resolution
photo of a rat
working out in a
gym.

SDXL DreamSync

A man walking with
a sign next to a row
of buses.

SDXL DreamSync

A person on a
surfboard in the
water.

A man and woman
stand on the beach
and look at the
ocean.

a goat wearing
headphones

a photo of
skateboard and
train; train is left to
skateboard

a sport car melting
into a clock,
surrealist painting
in the style of
Salvador Dali

a series of musical
notes

a photo of potted
plant and human;
human is left to
potted plant

a smiling banana
wearing a bandana

Figure 15. Random samples where DreamSync barely change SDXL’s VQA scores. Both models are sampled with the same seed. We
hypothesize that because for simple prompts, SDXL is already good enough to compose them.
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E. Qualitative Comparison with SD v1.4-based Methods in Table 1 802

Among the 6 examples shown in Figure 16, DreamSync has 3 absolute successes, wheres SynGen, DDPO and StructureDif- 803
fusion each has 2, DPOK has 1 and the base model SD v1.4 has 0 absolute success. These results match well with Table 1. 804

SD v1.4 DreamSync SynGen StructureDiffusion DDPO DPOK

There is a pizza on 
the cutting board

A white fire hydrant 
on the sidewalk by a 
car.

Portrait of a gecko 
wearing a train 
conductor s hat and 
holding a flag that 
has a yin-yang 
symbol on it. 
Woodcut.

a photo of fire 
hydrant and suitcase; 
suitcase is below fire 
hydrant

a t-shirt with
'Archaelogy Rocks!' 
written on it

a photo of fire 
hydrant and chair; 
chair is right to fire 
hydrant

Figure 16. Qualitative Comparison with all models mentioned in Table 1 with base model SD v1.4. Images are generated with the same
seed. DreamSync improves the base model’s alignment to prompts. Unlike RL-based method (e.g. DDPO), DreamSync does not introduce
biases to cartoon. Unlike training-free methods (e.g. SynGen and StructureDiffusion), DreamSync does not degrade image aesthetics.
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F. Technical Details for Reproducing DreamSync805

Sampling

Number of Inference Steps 50
LoRA α 0.5

Prompts per Iteration 10,000
Images per Prompt 8
Sampling Precision FP16

Filtering

θVQA 0.9
θAesthetics 0.6

Percentage of Prompt-Image Pairs Passing the Filters 20% ∼ 30% (see Figure 5)
Selected Prompt-Image Pairs for Fine-tuning 2,000 ∼ 3,000

LoRA Fine-tuning

LoRA Rank 128
Initial Learning Rate 0.0001

Learning Rate Scheduler Cosine
LR Warmup Steps 0

Batch Size 8
Gradient Accumulation Steps 2

Total Steps 2,500
Resolution 1024 × 1024

Random Flip Yes
Mixed Precision No (i.e. FP32)

GPUs for Training 4 × NVIDIA A6000
Finetuning Time ∼ 4 Hours

Table 7. Technical Details for Reproducing DreamSync with Base Model SDXL.

Filtering

θVQA 0.85
θAesthetics 0.5

LoRA Fine-tuning

Finetuning Time ∼ 1 Hours

Table 8. Technical Details for Reproducing DreamSync with Base Model SD v1.4. Same Hyper-parameters as Table 7 are omitted.
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